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Abstract. A goal oriented approach can be used as a way to discover variable 

and common requirements of a software product line (SPL), as well as to 
reduce costs associated with the configuration of a specific product in a product 

family. A goal oriented requirements engineering approach which has been 
used to develop complex system is the i* framework. It provides a manner to 
identify and specify the stakeholders’ goals in relation to the intended system, 

as well as the characteristics of the system itself. This work proposes an 

extension of the i* modeling language, called i*-c (i* with cardinality), that 

allows inserting cardinality in some of its modeling elements. The G2SPL 
(Goals to Software Product Line) approach defines a process to identify and 
model common and variable features of a SPL using i* models with cardinality, 

as well as guides the configuration of a specific product in the SPL.  

Keywords: Goal Oriented Approaches, Software Product Line, i* framework. 

1   Introduction 

Requirements Engineering (RE) can be applied both to develop unique software 

products and to develop software product lines (SPLs) [1]. A SPL, also called 

products family, is a set of software systems that share a common and managed set of 

features to satisfy specific need of a particular market segment [2]. A feature can be 

seen as a property or functionality of the system that is relevant to some stakeholders 

and used to describe variable and common features among products of the same 

family [3]. 

In the RE for a SPL, feature models are often used to capture similarities and 

variabilities of product families [4]. However, it is a great challenge to establish a 

relationship among the features of a software product and the stakeholders’ goals. In 

particular, there is no systematic way to justify which features are going to be part of 

the SPL nor means to establish which features are optional, mandatory or alternatives. 
Besides, feature models are not appropriate for capturing the rationale, i.e., stating 

why a specific set of features should be selected to configure a specific product in a 



SPL. On the other hand, Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) 

approaches are suitable to discover variable and common requirements of a SPL, as 

well as to reduce costs associated with the configuration of a specific product in a 

product family [5, 6, 7]. Indeed, some GORE approaches have been proposed to 

model requirements variability, such as Goals Model [5], PL-AO-VGraph [6] and 

Aspectual i* [7]. Recently, a comparison among these three approaches pointed that 

they have limited expressiveness to represent variability in SPLs [8]. To address some 

of the identified limitations obtained in this comparison, we proposed the G2SPL 
(Goals to Software Product Line) process that includes activities for (i) creating the i* 

models from scenarios specifications, (ii) identifying SPL features in the i* models, 

(iii) inserting cardinality in the identified features, (iv) deriving the feature model 

from the i* models, (v) reorganizing the feature model, (vi) configuring a specific 

product using the i* models, and (vii) obtaining the correspondent product 

configuration model. In previous work, we have presented the activities (ii), (iii) and 

(vi) of the G2SPL process, but we didn’t present the activities (iv) and (v) [9]. This 

paper presents the whole process, but focuses mainly on these two activities in detail. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces i* using, as example, the 

Mobile Media SPL. Section 3 overviews the i* with cardinality (i*-c), an extension 

that allows the representation of variability in SPLs. Section 4 describes the G2SPL 

process, which helps to derive and configure a feature model from i* models. Section 
5 discusses related works and Section 6 summarizes our contributions and points out 

to some future works. 

2   General View of the i* Framework  

In the i* framework [10], stakeholders are represented as actors that depend on each 

other to achieve their goals, perform tasks and provide resources. Each goal is 

analyzed from its actor point of view, resulting in a set of dependencies between pairs 

of actors. The Strategic Dependency (SD) model provides a description of the 

relationships and external dependencies among organizational actors. While the 

Strategic Rationale model (SR) enable an analysis of how the goals can be fulfilled 

through contributions from the several actors. Throughout this paper we use the 

Mobile Media SPL [11] as a running example. The main purpose of the Mobile Media 

is to handle photos, music and video in mobile devices, such as telephones. 

In the SR model presented in Fig. 1, we depict two actors (Mobile Telephone and 

User) and the dependencies between them. The main goal of the User actor is Media 

Handled. One way to achieve this goal is by performing the Add Photo task. 

Therefore, this task is linked to the goal through a means-end link. The Add Photo 

task is decomposed in four sub-tasks through a task-decomposition link. Observe that 

some (internal) sub-tasks (e.g. Select Album and Select Option of Adding Photos) 

may rely on external dependencies for their achievement. Similarly, some external 

dependencies (e.g. Photo, Accuracy [Path], Name) may depend on internal elements 

from the User actor to be fulfilled.  

Observe, in the Mobile Telephone actor, the presence of contribution links (Help 

and Hurt). They are used to relate a task to a softgoal, indicating if the task 



contributes positively (e.g., help) or negatively (e.g., hurt) towards the satisfaction of 

that softgoal. For example, the Save Automatically task contributes positively (Help) 

to the satisfaction of the Quickness [Storage] softgoal, while the Save by User task 

contributes negatively (Hurt) to the satisfaction of the same softgoal. Thus, we 

highlight two distinct forms of achieving the Photo Saved goal. Moreover, the means-

end links from Save Automatically task and Save by User task to the Photo Saved 

goal indicate a variation point for the features of the SPL represented by the Mobile 

Telephone actor. In this case, two different Mobile Telephone products could be 
derived. One in which Photos are saved in a default location (automatically) and 

another in which the User has to define the location where the photo will be saved. A 

non-functional attribute such as Quickness [Storage] can be used to help configuring 

the best product for a given stakeholder’s need.  

 

Fig. 1. SR model to Add Photo scenario.  

The ability to capture alternative ways to achieve a goal, aligned with the ability to 

establish contribution links between functional (tasks) and non-functional (softgoals) 

requirements of a system, has motivated us to investigate the use of i* framework as a 

candidate technique for representing the variability and configuration information, 

i.e., select features for one or more products in a SPL [7, 8, 9]. However, the i* 
framework was not originally proposed in the context of Software Product Line 

Engineering. Therefore, it is required to adjust it to capture information related to the 

optional or mandatory characteristics present in features of a SPL.  

3   i*- c (i* with Cardinality)  

In previous work, we proposed an extension of i* to include cardinality [9]. The 

extended language is called i*-c (it stands for i* with cardinality). It allows the 

representation of variability in SPLs by using the cardinality from the feature models 

presented in [12].  

A feature can indicate any system characteristic or functionality and it is used to 

capture similarities or variabilities in products of a SPL [3]. From this definition, in 



the i*-c language, elements of type task or resource are the intentional elements of the 

i* framework that presents the possibility of having cardinality, since they determine 

functionalities and characteristics of a system (see definition A in Table 1). 

Table 1. Relation between feature model and i*- c elements.  

Feature Model i*-c 

(A) 

Feature with cardinality [m..n], 
[0..1] (optional), [1..1] (mandatory) 

                      

Resource and Task elements with cardinality 

[m..n], [0..1], [1..1] 

 

(B) 

Grouped Features with 

cardinality <i-j> 

 

Means-end link with cardinality <i..j> 

 

(C) 

Grouped Features with 
cardinality <1-k>, where k is the 

group size (or-inclusive)  

 

Means-end link with cardinality <1..k> 

 

(D) 

Grouped Features with 
cardinality <1-1> (or-exclusive)  

 

Means-end link with cardinality <1..1> 

 
A means-end link, in the i* models, represents that a goal (the end) can be 

achieved through a sub-element from where the link starts (i.e., the means), 

representing an or-inclusive link (i.e., with cardinality <1-k>). However, to represent 

links of or-exclusive type (i.e., with cardinality <1-1>) and or-with-cardinality type 
(i.e., with cardinality <i-j>), we added cardinality to the means-end link in the i*-c 

language. Features obtained from the sub-elements (usually tasks), in this link, will be 

grouped in the feature model and the cardinality will belong to the relationship (see 

definitions B, C and D in Table 1).  

The correspondence between the elements of cardinality-based feature models [12] 

and elements of the i*-c language is described in Table 1.  

4   G2SPL Process  

The G2SPL process, introduced in [9], has as its purpose to allow the identification 

and elaboration of a SPL’s feature model from the i* models, as well as the 

configuration of specific products in the SPL. The process includes some activities 



and heuristics that will be illustrated through its application to a use case (Add Photo) 

of the Mobile Media SPL. The complete modeling of this SPL, according to the 

G2SPL approach, can be found in [13]. 

The process consists of seven activities: Creation of the SR Model (optional), 

Identification of the Candidates Elements to be Features, Reengineering of the SR 

Model, Elaboration of the Feature Model, Reorganization of the Feature Model 

(optional), Configuration of the Product SR Model, and finally, Elaboration of the 

Product Configuration Model. The Domain Engineer role is in charge of the first five 
activities. The Configuration Engineer role is in charge of the activities Configuration 

of the Product SR Model and Elaboration of the Product Configuration Model. For 

the sake of space, we couldn’t present the diagram representing the process, but an 

interested reader can find it in [9]. 

4.1   Creation of the SR Model  

The first activity of the process in the Creation of the SR Model, that has as entry 
the use cases document of the system to be modeled. This activity can be considered 

optional if there is a SR model of the system under development. To perform this 

activity, we have taken as base the PRiM (Process Reengineering i* Method) 

approach [14] which is a method applied for business processes reengineering. We 

have adapted only the second phase of this method, since it refers to the creation of 

the i* SR model from scenarios. However, to create this model, PRiM uses its own 

technique for describing business scenarios, called “Detailed Interaction Script” 

(DIS). This technique is very similar to use case scenario description technique and, 

for this reason, we could adapt the second phase of PRiM method to create i* SR 

models from use cases’ description.  

The specification of the MobileMedia system is based on use cases. To illustrate 
the use of the G2SPL process, in this paper, we select the Add Photo use case. We 

highlight that the main purpose of this activity is to produce the SPL SR models in a 

systematic way. However, the requirements engineer is free to choose other ways to 

create i* models. We just suggest a method based on PRiM to present an alternative, 

based on use case specifications, for creating i* models systematically. The adaptation 

of PRiM method for this activity is detailed in [13]. 

4.2   Identification of the Candidates Elements to be Features  

Once the SR model is obtained, the Domain Engineer must identify which 

elements from this model will be present in the feature model (activity Identification 

of the Candidates Elements to be Features). As discussed previously, a feature can 

indicate any characteristic or functionality of a system and it is used to capture 

similarities or variabilities in products of a SPL [3]. In our approach, features can be 

extracted from elements of type Task and Resource, since they determine system 

functionalities and characteristics, respectively. 

As presented in section 2, SR models have an actor representing the system. In a 

SPL modeling, this actor will represent this SPL. Thus, only the actor’s internal 



elements and the dependencies (tasks or resources) directly linked to this actor are 

considered for the identification of features.  

Using as entry the SR model presented in Fig. 1, we obtain, after performing this 

activity, the following result: each Task elements present inside the actor representing 

the SPL (Mobile Telephone) are highlighted as a feature candidate. They are: Add 

Photo, Store Photo, Provide Legend, Save Automatically, Save by User. Resource 

dependencies linked directly to the tasks of the Mobile Telephone actor (Name, Path, 

Photo and Album) are also highlighted as feature candidates. 
Fig. 2 represents the artifact produced by this process activity: a SR model with the 

feature candidates highlighted in blue. 

4.3   Reengineering of the SR Model  

After identifying several features, this activity is concerned with restructuring the 

SR model generated from the previous activity to add cardinality to it. This 

restructuring is made through the application of some heuristics and by the definition 
of the i*-c language. The cardinality to be used in the i* models has the same meaning 

of those present in the feature models presented in [12], as presented in Table 1. 

Having as base the application of the heuristics to the SR model generated in the 

previous activity, we obtain, as outcome of this activity, a SR model with cardinality 

(Fig. 2). Further details of this activity can be found in [9]. 

4.4   Elaboration of the Feature Model  

This activity has as main purpose to derivate the feature model of a SPL and, to do 

this, it uses, as entrance artifacts, some heuristics, a table showing the mapping 

between i* model’s cardinality and feature model’s cardinality (Table 1) and the 

artifact generated from the previous activity (i.e., SR model with cardinality).  

Feature models are composed of features organized in a hierarchical diagram 

similar to a tree, where each feature can be refined into sub-features. The feature 

model has a root that generally represents a concept (for example, a software system). 

This defines the first heuristic of this activity. 

H1. The root feature of a feature model will be the system being modeled. 

To elaborate the feature model, firstly we need to name the features based on the 

SR model. One intend to obtain features that represent more simple concepts. The 
way to obtain feature names is related to the properties that describe the intentional 

elements, instead of associating all the intentional elements description to a feature 

[15]. A straight manner to obtain the name of features through intentional elements of 

the i* models is described in the next heuristic. 

H2. Feature names can be extracted through properties describing intentional 

elements. If the intentional element is a resource, the feature name is the same of the 

resource. If the intentional element is a task, the feature name can be a simplification 

of the task name, if it is necessary.  

After naming the features, we create a table (Table 2) to insert some information to 

facilitate a creation of the feature model. This table has the following columns: 



Element, Cardinality, FatherElement and Feature. The column “Element” must be 

filled with the name of the element in the i* model. 

The column “Cardinality” is subdivided into two columns: “Type” and “Value”. 

Type field must be filled with the values “element” or “group” indicating if the 

cardinality pertains to the element or to the relationship, respectively. Value Field 

must be filled with the cardinality value.  

 

Fig. 2. SR Model for the use case Add Photo highlighting the feature candidates in blue and the 
chosen elements for a specific product configuration model circled with ellipses.  

The column “Father Element” must be filled with the name of the element that has 

the element in question as a sub-element. However, (i) if the element’ “father” isn’t 

highlighted in the SR model as a candidate feature (for example, if the “father” is a 

goal), then one must choose the following element up in the hierarchy as the “father 

element”; (ii) if the element in question is not a sub-element, i.e., it is in the top of the 

tree, then the “Father Element” field if filled with the value “-”. This information will 

be useful to create the hierarchy of the feature models. The column “Feature” must be 

filled with the feature name according to the heuristic H2. This table must be filled 

with information of all candidate features. The following heuristics are related to the 
use of the information present in the Table 2 to create the feature model. 

H3. All lines in the table will be mapped to the feature model with the name 

present in the column “Feature”. If two or more features have the same name, the 

information related to them will be united to become only one feature.  

Firstly, the lines that do not have the element “Father Element” filled are going to 

be analyzed. 

H4. All features that do not have the field “Father Element” filled will be related to 

the root feature, in the feature model. 

H5. All feature in the table are sub-feature if the column “Father Element” is filled. 

These sub-features are related to the feature present in the field “Father Element”. 

Relationships between features in the feature model are obtained from the column 
“Cardinality” of Table 2, as explained previously.  

The root feature of the feature model will be the system being modeled, i.e., 

Mobile Media (H1). The names of the feature based on the resource elements Photo, 



Path, Name and Album will be the same in the feature model. The names of the 

feature based on the task elements Add Photo, Store Photo, Provide Label, Save by 

User and Save Automatically are going to have the same names in the feature model 

(H2). Each line of the Table II is mapped to a feature with the name present in the 

column “Feature” (H3). According to Table 2, the feature Add Photo will be related 

to the root feature, i.e., Mobile Media, since it doesn’t have the field “Father Element” 

filled (H4). Analyzing the lines of the Table II that have the field “Father Element” 

filled with the element identified in the previous heuristic (i.e., Add Photo), we find 
the features Store Photo and Provide Label (H5). We continue this analysis until all 

lines of the Table 2 are visited. The result is presented in Fig. 3. 

Table 2. Information of the elements of the use case Add Photo that are going to be present in 

the feature model.  

Element  Cardinality FatherElement Feature 

Type Value 

Add Photo Element [1..1] _  Add Photo 
Store Photo Element [1..1] Add Photo Store Photo 

Provide Label Element [1..1] Add Photo Provide Label 
Save by User Group  <1..1> Store Photo Save by User 
Save Autom. Group  <1..1> Store Photo Save Autom. 

Photo Element [1..1] Store Photo Photo 
Path Element [1..1] Store Photo Path 

Name Element [1..1] Provide Label Name 
Album Element [1..1] Save by User Album 

4.5   Reorganization of the Feature Model  

The activity Reorganization of the Feature Model is considered optional, since it 

will only be performed if it is necessary to reorganize the feature model, however, this 

activity can be performed as many times as the domain engineer thinks it is necessary.  

There are several situations in which it is necessary to reorganize a feature model: 

sub-feature with more than one father, repeated features, features modeled in an 
improper location in the model, different features but with the same meaning, features 

than can be mixed with another because they refer to the same concept, etc. 

Depending on the situation, these features can be removed from the model or 

relocated or mixed into another feature. For example: (i) if a sub-feature is related to 

more than one feature, probably it will be relocated; (ii) if there are repeated features 

in the model but with the same meaning, repetition is eliminated; (iii) if there are 

different features different but with the same meaning, they will become only one 

feature. We didn’t define heuristics for this activity, since the identification of these 

“bad smells” in feature models depends on the experience of the domain engineer. 

We reorganize the feature model so that it could address the following two groups 

of operations: we created the features Photo Management and Album Management, 
and as theirs sub-features, we have placed the features Photo and Album, respectively. 

Doing this, we have removed the repeated features Photo that were related to the 

features representing Photo operations. Also, we have removed the repeated features 

Album that were related to the features representing Album operations (see Fig. 4). 



 

Fig. 3. Resulting Feature Model.  

Continuing this analysis, we verify that the feature Provide Label is repeated as 

sub-feature in the group of operations related Photo and Album and as sub-feature of 

the root feature, Mobile Media. This repetition is unnecessary because in all 
occurrences it has the same purpose and the same cardinality (see Fig. 3). Thus, we 

removed that sub-feature from Add Photo and Add Album (see Fig. 4). 

Observing Fig. 3, we still identify repeated features (Save Automatically, Save by 

User, Album, Remove Completely, Garbage, and List Photos). However, they 

shouldn’t be removed because they are part of a specific product configuration (e.g. 

the configuration for the feature Remove Photo is independent of the configuration 

for the feature Remove Album).  

 

Fig. 4. Reorganized Feature Model.  

4.6   Configuration of the Product SR Model  

The activity Configuration of the Product SR Model has as purpose to select the 

candidate features that will be part of a specific product. It is from this activity that 

our approach starts to give support to the product development phase. This activity is 

repeated for each product to be configured in a SPL. 

i* model is able to express the stakeholder’s goals and the characteristics of the 

intended system by using intentional elements that illustrate the possible alternatives 

to be considered in a business process. This additional information, found in the i* 

models, complements the feature model, helping the choice and justification of a 

configuration for a specific software product. For example, according to Fig. 2, if 



Quickness [Storage] is a softgoal, in the SR model, has a high priority for the 

stakeholder, probably the requirements engineering will select the candidate features 

that best satisfy this softgoal as, for example, the task Save Automatically. 

In this phase, stakeholders must indicate which features will be part of the product. 

Besides this indication is subjective, softgoals in the i* models can help in choosing a 

specific configuration to make the software product to achieve the organization’s 

goals. Some heuristics were defined concerning the hierarchy of the selected 

elements, their mandatory presence in the software product, and their contribution to 
satisfy stakeholders’ preferences. These heuristics can be found in [9]. 

Performing this activity, we obtain the following result: The Add Photo, Store 

Photo, Provide Label, Photo, Path and Name elements were selected to be present in 

product configuration model, since they have cardinality [1..1]. We observe that the 

Album element, besides having cardinality [1..1], will not be present in product 

configuration model, because his parent element (Save by User task) was not selected. 

The cardinality of the Save Automatically and Save by User grouped elements is 

<1..1>, indicating the photo or will be saved by the system or by the user (or-

exclusive). In this case, since only one alternative must be selected in the group, we 

choose to Save Automatically, because this task has a positive influence in relation to 

the softgoal Quickness [Storage]. 

4.7   Elaboration of the Product Configuration Model  

The purpose of this activity is to build the configuration model for a specific 

product, from the SR model highlighting (using ellipses in Fig. 2) those elements that 

will be part of this product. For example, in Fig.2, we observe that the elements Add 

Photo, Store Photo, Provide Label, Save Automatically, Photo, Path and Name were 

highlighted to be part of the product configuration model valid for the Add Photo use 
case (not presented here). Further details about this activity can be found in [9]. 

5   Related Works  

Some goal oriented requirements engineering approach for SPL have been proposed 

to capture the feature model semantics: goal models [5], PL-AOVGraph model [6, 16] 

and aspectual i* model [7]. However, a comparison between the approaches [5, 6, 7] 

has pointed that they have limited expressiveness, since they are not capable of 

representing the cardinality present in the feature model [8]. This limitation has 

motivated us to propose the i*-c language used by the G2SPL approach, in which we 

add cardinality, allowing to capture more information about the variability of a SPL. 

Other approach based on goal-oriented models, more specifically in the i* models, 

is the IStarLPS [15]. This approach, similarly to the G2SPL, adapts the i* framework 

to software product lines, but with significant differences: 

• The G2SPL approach uses information from the SR model to guide the 

configuration of a specific software product in a SPL, besides using it to identify 
features in the SPL. The IStarLPS approach also is based on the SR model to 



identify features, but it does not guide the selection of features to configure a 

specific product;  

• In the IStarLPS approach, all kinds of intentional elements of the SD and SR 

models are mapped to features, while the G2SPL approach considers as features 

only task and resource elements (see section 4.2) because they are the elements 

that represent functionalities and characteristics of a system;  

• In IStarLPS, cardinality is included in all types of i* intentional elements, while, 

in G2SPL, we add cardinality only in those elements that can be a candidate 

feature, i.e., in tasks and resources, as well as in the means-end link (see section 

4.2). In IStarLPS, when a goal element has cardinality [0..1], it represents the 

possibility of this goal be achieved of not in a product of the SPL, but it does not 

make sense to use the cardinality [m..n] in goals, since a goal is a state of affairs 

to be achieved (what does it mean to achieve a state of affairs at least m and at 

most n times?). Due to this observation, we chose to consider only resources and 

tasks as candidate features; 

The G2SPL approach keeps in the i* model its original information, helping to 

choose and justify a configuration for a specific product through the contribution 

relationships between tasks and softgoals. In IStarLPS, besides softgoal elements 

were not considered in the approach, there is no justification when choosing a specific 
configuration for a product in the SPL. However, the IStarLPS guides the 

identification of requires constraints of the feature models [4] from i* models. 

5   Conclusions and Future Works 

This paper presented a goal oriented approach, called Goals to Software Product 

Line (G2SPL), that guides the identification of common and variable features in 

SPLs, as well as the configuration of a specific product in a SPL. Using a GORE 

approach, such as the i* framework, has brought various benefits to the engineering of 

SPL as, for example, tracing system features and stakeholder’s goals and choosing a 

configuration for a specific product in the SPL based on the stakeholder’s preferences. 

In particular, this paper focused mostly in presenting two activities of G2SPL 

process: Elaboration of the Feature Model and Reorganization of the Feature Model, 

not detailed in [9]. These activities guides the elaboration of a feature model for a 

SPL obtained from goal-oriented models described using the i*-c (i* with cardinality) 

language [9]. The addition of cardinality in the i* model was able to represent 

variability in a SPL with improved expressiveness, making it possible to identify, 
from goal-oriented models, common and variable features and the relationships 

among them. G2SPL can be used in both reactive and proactive approaches for SPL. 

Other contributions of the G2SPL approach are to keep the i* model with the 

original information, to help choosing and justifying the configuration of a specific 

product in the SPL, but enriched with cardinality, to help generating the feature 

model. It is worth noting that the contributions of tasks to fulfill softgoals aid the 

configuration knowledge activity by reducing time and costs to perform it. 

As future works, we plan to: (i) perform case studies in different domains to 

evaluate, with improved accuracy, the strengths and weaknesses of the G2SPL 



approach; (ii) develop a tool support for the G2SPL approach; and (iii) investigate 

how to identify feature model constraints from i* models. 
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